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Project Plans - Sheet T-1.5 (Excerpt) 
Spaces labeled (N) are covered porches that are being newly calculated as TDSF.  The 195 square feet of 
seaward covered porch labeled as (N) is a currently existing porch that will be newly calculated in TDSF 

due to a replacing the fireplace located at the area boxed in red with a sliding pocket door. 

 

Project Plans – Sheet A-1.1 (Excerpt) 
The below shows is a closer look at the red boxed area above.  The depth is shown at the right 

(highlighted) as 6’3.5”.  This is increased from previous depth of 5’11”. 
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NOTICE OF FINAL LOCAL ACTION ON COASTAL PERMIT

Date of Notice: July 16, 2020

Notice Sent to (US. Certified Priority Mail): Contact:  
California Coastal Commission  Lilly Rudolph, Contract Planner
South Central Coast District Office City of Malibu
89 South California Street, Suite 200 23825 Stuart Ranch Road
Ventura, CA  93001 Malibu, CA  90265

(310) 456-2489

Please note the following Final City of Malibu Action on a coastal development permit application (all local appeals have 
been expired for this matter):

Project Information

COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 17-071, APPEAL NO. 20-003, AND SITE PLAN REVIEW NO. 17-036– An 
application for an interior and exterior remodel of, and 1,159 square feet of additions to, an existing 2,547 square foot, two-
story, single-family residence, involving 15 percent demolition of exterior walls; including a site plan review for construction 
up to 24 feet in height with flat roofs for the residence

Application Date: June 21, 2017
Issue Date: July 13, 2020
Applicant: Joseph Lezama, Burdge and Associates Architects, Inc., 24911 Pacific Coast 

Highway, Malibu, CA  90265
Owner: Michael Price
Location: 33608 Pacific Coast Highway
APN: 4473-021-010

Final Action Information

Final Local Action: Approved Approved with Conditions Denied
Final Action Body:  Approved by the City Council on July 13, 2020

California Coastal Commission Appeal Information
This Final Action is:

NOT appealable to the California Coastal Commission (CCC). The Final City of Malibu Action is now effective.

X Appealable to the California Coastal Commission. The Coastal Commission's 10-working day appeal period 
begins the first working day after the Coastal Commission receives adequate notice of this final action. The final 
action is not effective until after the Coastal Commission's appeal period has expired and no appeal has been 
filed. Any such appeal must be made directly to the California Coastal Commission South Central Coast District 
Office in Ventura, California; there is no fee for such an appeal. Should you have any questions regarding the 
California Coastal Commission appeal period or process, please contact the CCC South Central Coast District 
Office at 89 South California Street, Suite 200, Ventura, California, 93001 or by calling (805) 585-1800.

Copies of this notice have also been sent to:
Property Owner/Applicant

Required Materials
Supporting the Final Action

Enclosed Previously Sent
(date)

Adopted Staff Report:  
July 13, 2020 City Council Meeting 7/2/2020
Adopted Findings and Conditions:
City Council Resolution No. 20-39 X

Site Plans and Elevations 7/2/2020
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA — NATURAL RESOURCES AGENCY GAVIN NEWSOM, GOVERNOR

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
SOUTH CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT OFFICE 
89 S. CALIFORNIA ST., SUITE 200 
VENTURA, CA 93001-4508 
(805) 585-1800 
SOUTHCENTRALCOAST@COASTAL.CA.GOV

APPEAL FORM 

Appeal of Local Government Coastal Development Permit 

District Office:  South Central Coast 

Appeal Number: _______________________ 

Date Filed: ___________________________ 

Appellant Name(s): _________________________________________________ 

 Before you complete and submit this appeal form to appeal a coastal 
development permit (CDP) decision of a local government with a certified local coastal 
program (LCP) to the California Coastal Commission, please review the appeal 
information sheet. The appeal information sheet describes who is eligible to appeal 
what types of local government CDP decisions, the proper grounds for appeal, and the 
procedures for submitting such appeals to the Commission. Appellants are responsible 
for submitting appeals that conform to the Commission law, including regulations. 
Appeals that do not conform may not be accepted. If you have any questions about any 
aspect of the appeal process, please contact staff in the Commission district office with 
jurisdiction over the area in question (see the Commission’s contact page at 
https://coastal.ca.gov/contact/#/).  

 Please note that emailed appeals are accepted 
ONLY at the general email address for the Coastal Commission district office with 
jurisdiction over the local government in question. For the  Coast district 
office, the email address is SouthCentralCoast@coastal.ca.gov. An appeal emailed to 
some other email address, including a different district’s general email address or a 
staff email address, will be rejected. It is the appellant’s responsibility to use the correct 
email address, and appellants are encouraged to contact Commission staff with any 
questions. For more information, see the Commission’s contact page at 
https://coastal.ca.gov/contact/#/). 
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Name:  _____________________________________________________ 

Mailing address:  _____________________________________________________ 

Phone number:  _____________________________________________________ 

Email address:  _____________________________________________________ 

How did you participate in the local CDP application and decision-making process? 

   Did not participate      Submitted comment      Testified at hearing     Other  

Describe:  ____________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________ 

If you did not participate in the local CDP application and decision-making process, 
please identify why you should be allowed to appeal anyway (e.g., if you did not 
participate because you were not properly noticed). 

Describe:  ____________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________ 

Please identify how you exhausted all LCP CDP appeal processes or otherwise identify 
why you should be allowed to appeal (e.g., if the local government did not follow proper 
CDP notice and hearing procedures, or it charges a fee for local appellate CDP 
processes). 

Describe:  ____________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________

1 If there are multiple appellants, each appellant must provide their own contact and participation 
information. Please attach additional sheets as necessary. 

Kraig Hill

20544 Seaboard Rd. Malibu CA 90265

310-456-8229

kraig.malibu@gmail.com

I submitted comment and testified in the 7/13/20 Council Zoom meeting,

as a citizen unaffiliated with the City of Malibu. Previously, I was a member

of the Planning Commission that denied the original application.

NA

City Council decided appeal, 7/13/20; Final Local Action Notice sent 7/31/20.

First listing in "Currently Appealable Local Permits" was 8/11/20, only three

days before nominal deadline of 8/14/20 (due to Coastal's server fault).

✔ ✔ ✔



Local government name: __________________________________ 

Local government approval body: __________________________________ 

Local government CDP application number: __________________________________ 

Local government CDP decision:       CDP approval             CDP denial3 

Date of local government CDP decision: __________________________________ 

Please identify the location and description of the development that was approved or 
denied by the local government. 

Describe:  ____________________________________________________________ 

  ____________________________________________________________ 

  ____________________________________________________________ 

  ____________________________________________________________ 

  ____________________________________________________________ 

  ____________________________________________________________ 

  ____________________________________________________________ 

  ____________________________________________________________ 

  ____________________________________________________________ 

  ____________________________________________________________ 

  ____________________________________________________________ 

  ____________________________________________________________ 

  ____________________________________________________________ 

  ____________________________________________________________ 

  ____________________________________________________________ 

  ____________________________________________________________ 

 
2 Attach additional sheets as necessary to fully describe the local government CDP decision, including a 
description of the development that was the subject of the CDP application and decision. 

3 Very few local CDP denials are appealable, and those that are also require submittal of an appeal fee. 
Please see the appeal information sheet for more information. 

City of Malibu

City Council

CDP No. 17-071

July 13, 2020

33608 PCH; Applicant: Burdge and Assocs.; Owner: Michael Price.

Project approved as submitted, overturning denial by Planning Comm'n.

Interior and exterior remodel of, and 1,159 sq.ft. of additions to

single-family residence, to maximize total TDSF at 5,390 sq.ft.

including Site Plan Review (SPR) No. 17-036 for construction up to 24 feet

in RR-2 zoning district.

All additions to be made to 2nd story, such that 1st story = 1,291 sq.ft., while

2nd story = 1,622 sq.ft – a violation of "2/3 Rule," LIP 3.6(K)(2).

Rationale to allow violation is that house is at elev ~10 ft. above MHTL,

and subject to flooding and sea-level rise, such that first-floor additions

cannot be permitted. Yet no exemption to LIP 3.6(K)(2) exists in code.

Wave Uprush Study is deficient.

Please see attached "Grounds for Appeal" for full, relevant description

of the Malibu City Council's decision.

✔



On a separate page, please provide the names and contact information (i.e., mailing 
and email addresses) of all persons whom you know to be interested in the local CDP 
decision and/or the approved or denied development (e.g., the applicant, other persons 
who participated in the local CDP application and decision making process, etc.), and 
check this box to acknowledge that you have done so.   

 Interested persons identified and provided on a separate attached sheet 

For appeals of a CDP approval, grounds for appeal are limited to allegations that the 
approved development does not conform to the LCP or to Coastal Act public access 
provisions. For appeals of a CDP denial, grounds for appeal are limited to allegations 
that the development conforms to the LCP and to Coastal Act public access provisions. 
Please clearly identify the ways in which the development meets or doesn’t meet, as 
applicable, the LCP and Coastal Act provisions, with citations to specific provisions as 
much as possible. Appellants are encouraged to be concise, and to arrange their 
appeals by topic area and by individual policies.  

Describe:  ____________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________ 

4 Attach additional sheets as necessary to fully describe the grounds for appeal. 

Please see attached letter, "Grounds for Appeal."



I attest that to the best of my knowledge, all information and facts in this appeal are 
correct and complete. 

Print name_____________________________________________________________ 

Signature 

Date of Signature  _______________________ 

While not required, you may identify others to represent you in the appeal process. If 
you do, they must have the power to bind you in all matters concerning the appeal. To 
do so, please complete the representative authorization form below and check this box 
to acknowledge that you have done so.   

I have authorized representative, and I have provided authorization for them on
the representative authorization form attached

5 If there are multiple appellants, each appellant must provide their own certification. Please attach 
additional sheets as necessary. 

6 If there are multiple appellants, each appellant must provide their own representative authorization form 
to identify others who represent them. Please attach additional sheets as necessary. 

Kraig Hill

8-13-20



NA

CDP No. 17-071

NONE

























K r a i g  H i l l
S eaboard  Road,  Mal ibu  90265

(310)456-8229  kraig.malibu@gmail.com

August 21, 2020

BY EMAIL ONLY

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
SOUTH CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT OFFICE
89 S. CALIFORNIA STREET SUITE 200
VENTURA, CA 93001-4508

SUPPLEMENTAL MEMO 
in support of APPEAL (filed 8-14-20)

of CDP No. 17-071
City of Malibu

re 
33608 Pacific Coast Highway

Applicant: Burdge and Associates Architects, Inc.; 
Property Owner: Michael Price

Dear Members of the California Coastal Commission,

As noted in the Grounds for Appeal that I filed on August 14, the present application appeared on
the list of “Currently Appealable Local Projects” only three days before the appeal deadline;1 as a
result, I needed additional time to review the video of the Malibu City Council hearing to obtain 
more specific evidence in support of the grounds stated in my initial appeal. I have now done so.

This memo presents that additional evidence in the same order as the grounds in the appeal
document, such that the two documents track generally side-by-side:

(1) The Wave Uprush Study is significantly flawed;
(2) Staff, and subsequently Council, incorrectly applied the 2/3 Rule [LIP 3.6(K)(2)], to yield an
absurd result; and
(3) The proposed TDSF is greater than allowed on the parcel because staff erred in not applying
the slope factor to the approximately 5% of lot area that’s comprised of slope 1:1 or steeper (this
is an MMC issue, relevant only in a de novo hearing).

1 Due to a server malfunction at the Coastal Commission, according to Program Analyst Denise Venegas in phone 
conversation, 8/13/20. 
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OVERVIEW

Grounds for appeal No. 1 (Wave Uprush) and No. 2 (2/3 Rule) are interrelated. The following 
brief narrative provides the general framework into which the specific grounds and evidence 
(discussed in more detail below) fit in relation to each other.

The applicant is unable to make further additions to the ground floor of his house due to issues 
of “flooding” and/or “wave uprush,” as is conceded by both staff and the applicant. This 
assumption was scarcely examined by the Council.2 The applicant and staff assume that, because 
his combined structures (house, guest house and garage) do not comprise quite the maximum 
allowable TDSF, he must therefore be allowed to make further additions to the second floor. 
(No distinction has been recognized between “maximum allowable” and how much one might 
be allowed “by right.”) Whether he can build any additions under current sea level rise guide-
lines is an open question; but note that the Finished Floor Elevation is actually lower than that 
of the house at 30708 Pacific Coast Highway (adjacent to Trancas Creek) which the Coastal 
Commission itself recently appealed.

Turning to the 2nd Ground for appeal, although a layperson would call it a “beach house,” the 
zoning is RR-2, so the house is subject to the 2/3 Rule [LIP 3.6(K)(2)]. The second story is 
currently almost the same size as the first story (1,256 sq.ft. over 1,291 sq.ft.). The applicant 
proposes to add 366 sq.ft. to the second floor, resulting in 1,622 sq.ft of 2nd floor area over 1,291 
sq.ft of 1st floor area – a ratio not of 2/3 but of 5/4. Because no more habitable space can be 
added to the ground floor, the applicant was told by staff that, for purposes of satisfying the 2/3 
Rule, he could add 793 sq.ft. of 2nd-story decking to create covered areas on the ground floor that
could be counted as 1st floor area. 

That might work if the 2/3 Rule were measured as TDSF, however the Rule specifies “floor 
area,” as was recognized by a majority of the Planning Commission. The Council did not attempt
to pin down, parse, or otherwise clarify the language of LIP 3.6(K)(2)3; instead they defaulted to 
a narrative that “the code has a lot of gray area in it.”4 As discussed below, that code section is 
only “gray” if you try to read more into it than what it is printed on the page – which is what the 
Council was asked to do by Planning Director Bonnie Blue, who showed them a 2008 memo 
mentioning the idea of using TDSF for measuring the 2/3 Rule. The Council, despite moment-
arily recognizing that the memo merely signaled the possibility of formalizing the use of TDSF 
in place of “floor area,” nonetheless leapt at the notion that the memo, formalized or not, offered 
an interpretation to relieve the 2/3 Rule of its “gray area.” Staff, for their part, rested on the claim
that the interpretation using TDSF has been in use for years. Yet neither staff nor Council seem to
understand that, where there is black-letter law, no amount of misinterpretation can give rise to a 
new “common law” standard. If two wrongs don’t make a right, neither do 200, where statutory 
authority speaks otherwise. 

2 Except for some brief questioning by Council member Mullen, discussed infra.
3 Perhaps because none of them are attorneys, so don’t know any principles of statutory construction to draw 

upon.
4 In just the 4 pages-worth of quotes that I transcribed out of the ~90 minute hearing, the phrase “gray area” 

appears 7 times, used by 3 different Council members.
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The third Ground for Appeal, that >5% of the parcel should have been subtracted for purposes of 
TDSF calculation because it is sloped 1:1,5 is simple enough that discussion is left to its own 
section below – except to note that, despite it’s having been publicly raised at both the Planning 
Commission and Council levels, the Council did not address it at all.

1. The Wave Uprush Study is deficient

The Wave Uprush Study is significantly flawed in being based on a maximum wave height of 
only four feet, plus only two feet of sea level rise; whereas wave heights of ten feet or more are 
reasonably foreseeable, and the Coastal Commission’s standard for sea level rise is at least 40”-
80” (more recent Commission thinking on sea level is noted herein).

The existing house appears to be sited at elevation ~15 feet above MHTL6, above a rock wall 
that’s 10-15 ft high (depending on variable sand level) and 10-15 feet wide. The wave uprush and
sea level rise issues here are comparable in material respects to those of the residential 
application at 30708 Pacific Coast Highway (adjacent to Trancas Creek), which the Coastal 
Commission itself appealed, and on February 13, 2020 found to present a Substantial Issue, so 
continued it for de novo hearing (pending).7 In that problematical application, the Finished Floor 
Elevation (FFE) is 19.5 ft.;8 the FFE of this application is 19.27 ft.9 – evidently even more 
vulnerable to uprush issues.

Evidently, the Uprush study was given short shrift by planning staff and the Council because the 
initial determination was that no additions could be built on the first floor, due to the possibility 
of ocean flooding, as conceded by staff and applicant. In turn, that possibility drove the decision 
to allow additions to the second story only – thus making further consideration of uprush and sea
level rise seem to be irrelevant (i.e., why worry about flooding on the ground floor when you 
have a second story). So, although raised in hearing, the uprush issues were fairly ignored by 
Council. 

The rock wall/revetment is visible in this photo from the applicant’s PowerPoint presentation, 
(which shows the guest house at left and the main house at right, circled by the applicant):

5 MMC 17.40.040(6)(d) – relevant in a de novo hearing only.
6 Exact elevation is difficult to estimate due to sand variability, but the Uprush Study specs the finished floor 

elevation at 19.27 ft.
7 Appeal Th10c of A-4-MAL-19-0218 (Klein Family Partnership), February 13, 2020, brought by Commissioners 

Padilla and Uranga. Finding of Substantial Issue, continued for de novo hearing, pending.
8 (NAVD88). Staff report at 21, CDP No. 17-119, Variance No. 19-038, Demolition Permit No. 18-010, and Code 

Violation No. 19-055,  Planning Commission meeting 12/2/19. 
https://www.malibucity.org/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Item/4031?fileID=9986

9 (NAVD88). Coastal Engineering Review Sheet, in Commission Staff Report, CDP No.17-07, SPR No.17-036, 
meeting date 2/18/20, at PDF 59 of 76.
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Indeed, it seemed everyone was avoiding the uprush issue, except for Councilmember Mullen, in
the following exchanges:

Mullen:10 “This is something for the applicant-appellant to think about, because I would 
like you to answer it….is there something impeding your ability to make that whole first 
floor enclosed, and if so, what?
[He continues speaking on other aspects, then asks the same question of Ms. Blue a few 
minutes later; she replies.]
Blue11: “Yes, ordinarily [the first floor] could be enclosed. I think the applicant should 
address their design choices about that particular issue, because I think there are some 
reasons why they elected not to do that.”
Mullen12: “Is it anything having to do with proximity to the ocean or the beach, or 
something like that, that is inhibiting their ability to enclose that whole bottom floor? I’m 
not saying they should do that, I just wanted to point out that apparently if it was enclosed
it would comply with the 2/3 Rule.”
Blue13: “Right, right. But again, I would defer to the applicant, but I believe it did have to 
do with the setting there, with the flood elevation and things like that.”

10 Malibu City Council meeting, July 13, 2020, video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=sJJg9O4DlKI&feature=youtu.be, at 3:56:24.

11 Video, at 3:59:55.
12 Video, at 4:00:19.
13 Video, at 4:00:37.
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So, twice Ms. Blue deflected questions about the uprush issues (whereas typically she would be 
eager to provide as much detail on a topic as a Council person might request).

Six minutes later, Councilmember Mullen queried the applicant’s attorney, Jim Arnone, and 
yielded an admission: 

Mullen: “The main question is, is there something impeding you from enclosing that 
whole bottom floor.”
Arnone: “Yes, there is actually, Councilman. There’s a flood plain issue, that in an 
extreme storm event...there could be an excess of flooding down in the flatter area. It 
doesn’t necessarily mean it’s impossible ever to find a way to do it, but the hoops we’d 
have to go through, and the challenges of being able to determine that that would be safe, 
to add more to the first floor, made it to be just not feasible to proceed that way. So that’s 
why the additional enclosed area is on the second floor.”14

So, the applicant concedes that nothing can be built on the ground floor due to the possibility of 
“an excess of flooding.” (Unless a new structure had a higher Finished Floor Elevation.) What 
does that mean exactly? The Council didn’t know, because the staff didn’t say, despite having 
been asked about it twice. 

To briefly summarize the uprush issues detailed in my original Grounds for Appeal letter, 
the Wave Uprush Study is based on unrealistic assumptions: it uses a nominal wave height of 
only 4 ft., and a projected sea level rise of only 2 ft.15 My letter shows that, after considering 
wave height, sea level rise, high tide and storm surge, and when taking into account the Coastal 
Commission Guidelines on Sea Level Rise,16 the finished floor elevation should be something 
like 10-12 feet higher than it is. It also discusses how the proposed Finished Floor Elevation 
(FFE) of this application is lower than that of the project at 30708 PCH (Trancas Creek) that the 
Coastal Commission itself appealed.17 And that an observation made in that case also applies 
here: that “for the 75-year project life...sea level rise is predicted to be roughly 6.15 feet by year 
2095” (the two sites being only 1.5 miles apart, the assumptions about sea rise height should be 
practically identical.) That’s 74 inches. Which is more than double the 3.04’ margin the 
applicants have allowed themselves here. 

The deficiencies of the Wave Uprush Study have several implications. First, if the FFE of the 
existing ground floor is already too low, as it is when compared to that of the project at 30708 
PCH, can it even be permissible to add any new square footage, regardless of which floor its on? 
That is, if the building is situated in an unsafe place, is not the whole building unsafe? If the
ground floor is unsafe, then surely so is the story above it. Otherwise, it’s as though the applicant
is arguing, by analogy, that it’s not the fall from the top of the Empire State Building that’s 
deadly, it’s just the part where you hit the ground.

14 Video, at 4:06:30. 
15 Coastal Engineering Review Sheet, in Commission Staff Report, CDP No.17-07, SPR No.17-036, meeting date 

2/18/20, at PDF 59 of 76.
16 https://documents.coastal.ca.gov/assets/slr/guidance/2018/6_Ch6_2018AdoptedSLRGuidanceUpdate.pdf, at 103.
17 https://documents.coastal.ca.gov/reports/2020/2/th10c/th10c-2-2020-exhibits.pdf  , at PDF 68 of 71.
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Second, the applicant and the staff argue, and Council endorsed, that unenclosed patios on the 
ground floor could be counted for purposes of the 2/3 Rule as “mass” (they mean volume) on the
1st story because they would have covered decks above. In effect, they’re saying that the 
existence of decking above produces a virtual addition to the 1st Floor. Yet it’s a perverse result 
to suggest that you’re allowed to count area as an “addition” to satisfy the 2/3 Rule, when 
you wouldn’t be allowed to build an actual addition in that same area. Stated another way, 
an area shouldn’t be counted as Total Development Square Footage (TDSF) if it’s not legally 
permissible for it to be developed, due to the uprush circumstances.

On a related note, if any of the 2nd-story decking had to be removed due to the effects of damage
by wave action or flooding, then even the Staff’s perverse 2/3 Rule interpretation would prove to 
have been violated. Staff does concede that flooding or wave uprush is a threat – that’s the 
impetus for building additions to the second floor. And LIP §10.4(L) states: 

[A]ccessory structures, including but not limited to patios, stairs, 
recreational facilities, landscaping features, and similar design elements shall
be constructed and designed to be removed or relocated in the event of 
threat from erosion, bluff failure or wave hazards." 

The 2nd story decking, with its supports attached at ground level, is by that definition an 
“accessory structure,” so must be designed to be removable. That being so, it can’t possibly 
qualify to have the area underneath it counted as permanent structural square footage, even under
the putative TDSF interpretation of the 2/3 Rule. The applicant can’t have their cake and eat it 
too. 

In short, the Council was evidently not concerned that a building that is admittedly unsafe on the 
ground floor might therefore be unsafe throughout its height. And, except for Mullen, none even 
acknowledged that clear deficiencies in the Uprush Study had been identified. It seemed as 
though one or a few Council members had not even read the staff report. (That’s not a charitable 
observation, yet a more logical explanation for their apparent disregard of the uprush numbers 
remains elusive.) And if you can’t build on the ground floor, you shouldn’t be able to call that 
same area virtual development square footage – even assuming that TDSF were the proper 
measure to use in the 2/3 Rule, which it’s not, as we’ll see.
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2. Staff, and subsequently Council, incorrectly applied the 2/3 Rule
[LIP 3.6(K)(2)], to yield an absurd result

Staff’s muddled treatment of the Wave Uprush study, disallowing additions to the first floor 
while allowing them on the second floor, placed an unusual conceptual pressure on the 2/3 Rule. 
Under typical circumstances, an applicant will read the 2/3 Rule for the clear meaning on its face
and simply design a building such that the second story has no more than 2/3 the floor area of the
first story. In this case, by contrast, the applicant and the staff were compelled to reach for a 
tortured “interpretation” of the Rule where none was needed or allowed. Their reliance on the 
argument, “we’ve done it this way for a long time” – the truth of which is debatable at best – is 
in any case unavailing when the black-letter law speaks otherwise.
 
As demonstrated by the quotations below from the City Council hearing, the majority of the 
Council were under the misapprehension that the Planning Commission had “made up” an 
interpretation of the 2/3 Rule “on the fly,” when in fact the Commission was simply reading the 
plain language of the code, and it was staff’s and the applicant’s interpretation that wasn’t 
supportable. The Council went through an elaborate series of steps (unremarked as such) to 
ignore the obvious and get to the outcome they wanted from the outset.

First, let’s review the language in the relevant section of the LIP.18 The Staff Report relies on 
the portion of the code shown here in red (which they underlined in their report). In contrast, the 
portion in blue is what the Planning Commission found to be the actual expression of the 2/3 
Rule.

LIP 3.6(K)(2): Multi-Story or Single Floor Area, Structures Greater Than 18 
Feet In Height. 
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Chapter, the total development square
footage for a structure greater than 18 feet in height shall not be greater than 
permitted for single-story construction. 
Any portion of the structure above 18 feet in height shall not exceed 2/3rds the 
first floor area  ,   and shall be oriented so as to minimize view blockage from 
adjacent properties. 

Those are two separate concepts in LIP 3.6(K)(2), presented in two separate sentences. The 
concept of TDSF is invoked only in the first sentence. It’s used solely in service of the point 
that, whatever amount you’d be allowed to build as one story, you can’t build more than that by 
adding a second story. That’s not the 2/3 Rule. 

Whereas, the sentence beginning in blue goes on to a new and different concept: the 2/3 Rule. It 
makes no reference back to the earlier mention of TDSF. Its only metric is “first floor 
area,” by which it clearly means the area of the first floor of the structure. There’s no need 
for some legalistic interpretation there, it’s just plain English. 

18 The MMC is substantially similar for purposes of the 2/3 Rule.
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Note also that the blue sentence references “the structure,” so by a plain reading it would include 
only “floor area” of the structure, not the ground somewhere outside or beyond the structure – 
such as on an outdoor terrace – as the appellant persuaded the Council to believe. Surely, by no 
reasonable definition can an outdoor terrace (a patio) be considered a “structure.”

Moreover, a fundamental distinction between TDSF and “floor area” is that the former is 
concerned with measuring the totality of built structures on a property, as it expressly includes 
accessory structures. Just so, the LIP definition of TDSF begins with the purpose of the metric: 
it’s for “the calculation of the interior space of the primary and accessory structures.” So why 
would one use a metric concerned with accessory structures in applying the 2/3 Rule, which 
pertains solely to the single, primary structure? Using TDSF for the 2/3 Rule is nonsensical.

Indeed, the application of the 2/3 Rule here was nonsensical on its face. The existing house is
already essentially a cube (First floor = 1,291 sq.ft, second floor = 1,256 sq.ft.; an imperceptible 
difference). Starting with that “cube,” the applicant wants to add an additional 366 sq.ft. to the 
2nd floor, plus another 793 sq.ft of 2nd-floor decking out beyond that, extending the second floor
by a total of 1,159 sq.ft.. Even if the 366 sq.ft. were added instead to the ground floor, it still 
wouldn’t produce a structure of proportions that would be compliant with the 2/3 Rule. To be 
adding that much more to the second story of a cube, you’d better have an incredible argument to
overcome the clear intent of the 2/3 Rule. Neither the staff nor the appellant can make that 
argument. 

Here’s the existing house (center) and guest house (at left).19 Note that the second story is already
the same size as the first. (The green pin shows ground level, with the covered pool set into the 
ground-level patio.)

19 Screen shot from the Applicant’s Powerpoint Presentation. Blue lines are property boundaries.
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Staff’s convoluted “interpretation” using TDSF makes a mockery of the 2/3 Rule. By their logic, 
you could have one room on the first floor, with hundreds of rooms on the second floor, as long 
as you kept adding deck to the second story to capture TDSF covered-area underneath to count 
towards the first floor. Carried to its logical conclusion, staff’s interpretation would permit a 
house with a second story of infinite size, with an infinitely great ratio in comparison to the 
first floor (subject only to other constraints such as lot setbacks and the TDSF limitation). 

The Council were bamboozled by the following deceptive graphic proffered by the applicant. 
Where the yellow areas added in the “Proposed” version appear to be adding more “mass” to the 
ground floor, in actuality those volumes wouldn’t exist at all. The applicant has just artificially 
blocked in the areas that would be covered by second-story decks. The decks will stick out, 
making the second story look even larger, with no mass where the yellow is. The first story 
would now be substantially smaller than the second story – the true ratio is not 2/3, but 5/4. 
Also, they have positioned the existing and proposed volumes at a perspective that minimizes 
the effect of the additional 2nd-story room, at the rear-left side in this view.

Council was led to believe – by staff, by the applicant, and by their own self-reinforcing 
comments – that the 2/3 Rule somehow has a lot of “gray area,” despite its clear, simple 
language: “Any portion of the structure above 18 feet in height shall not exceed 2/3rds the first 
floor area.” Councilmembers referenced the notion of “gray area” or synonymous language at 
least dozen different times in the hearing, for example:  

Mullen: “It’s a dilemma. I mean, what is considered the first floor? Is it ‘floor area’? Is it 
TDSF? That’s a gray area.20 

Wagner: “The interpretations are very fluid, and they change as we change the colors of 

20 Video, at 4:07:40.
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our shirts every day.”21 

Pierson: “The rules are vague. If you’re on the Planning Commission, you experience it 
long and often. Looking at the code, there’s three things about it: there’s the words of the 
code itself; there’s the interpretation of the code, which is past, present and future; and 
then there’s the intent of the code – which sometimes can get lost as the decades go 
by….”22

Pierson: “Going over the language of the LIP, there is an area where it talks about TDSF, 
and then it goes to ‘floor area.’ That is confusing. That’s totally confusing!”23

How did the Council so readily accept the “gray area” narrative proffered by staff? First, none 
have legal training, so none have been taught basic principles of statutory construction. None 
have the conceptual tools by which to read the code and figure out whether or not it even needs 
further interpretation beyond the language on its face. Second, Mayor Pierson had been on the 
Planning Commission for seven years, so when he promoted the “gray area” narrative, the others
deferred to his expertise. After all, the notion sounds reasonable; and certainly there are some 
code sections that do require interpretation. The 2/3 Rule just isn’t one of them. Mayor Pierson 
dominated the discussion, doing roughly half the talking of the whole Council, perhaps due in 
similar parts to their deference to his experience and to his current roll as Mayor. Finally, the 
staff’s retrenchment was doubtless also a factor: by promoting the “gray area” narrative and not 
accepting that the meaning of the code could be plain on its face, the staff keeps itself situated as 
the gatekeeper of knowledge and expertise – it’s Organizational Behavior 101.24 

The Council was led to believe, largely by staff and the applicant, that despite that putative 
“gray area” in the 2/3 Rule, a speculative 2008 staff memo had somehow addressed it and 
become settled law. The memo was purported to represent the official memorialization of a 
policy change to use TDSF instead of “floor area” when calculating the 2/3 Rule. Ms. Blue 
flashed an image of it on the Zoom screen for a tantalizingly brief minute during her 
presentation;25 the Council never saw it again, for the full remainder of the hour and a half until 
the vote was finally called. During that whole period of deliberation, Councilmembers believed 
they had been looking at a settled, formalized interpretation – or at least one that could resolve 
the “gray.” (The memo image is reproduced on the next page.)

But that policy has never formally been in effect. The memo states, “A new interpretation will be
written…,” in the future tense. As Ms. Blue conceded in the written Staff Report (which Council 

21 Video, at 3:53:00.
22 Video, at 4:12:40.
23 Video, at 4:13:35.
24 See, for instance the work of Herbert Simon. (While classical economic theories assume that people are rational 

decision-makers, Simon argued a contrary point. He argued that cognition is limited because of bounded 
rationality For example, decision-makers often employ satisficing, the process of utilizing the first marginally 
acceptable solution rather than the most optimal or correct solution.) Simon, Herbert A. (1997) Administrative 
Behavior: A Study of Decision-Making Processes in Administrative Organizations, 4th ed., The Free Press.

25 Video, beginning at 3:04:51, for a minute or two; a full 1.5 hours before the vote was called at 4:34:52.
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evidently missed), “a formal interpretation policy was never prepared due to staffing shortages 
and shifting priorities.”26 That’s a direct admission that there is no binding precedent to use 
TDSF as a substitute for “floor area” in the code. 

Here is the excerpt of the memo shown by Ms. Blue (I added the red ovals): 

Instead, it seems that staff has been “winging it” for years  – which has usually worked out okay, 
because applicants tend to correctly calculate floor area in good faith, by the plain meaning of 
the words in the statute, “floor area” and “of the structure.” Not incidentally, the 2008 memo 
also notes that the intent of the 2/3 Rule is “to prevent a box-like appearance.” The 
interpretation that Council accepted in the present application does the opposite of that.

Ms. Blue also took pains to point out that staff had been using the memo’s interpretation since 
2008. Yet the memo addresses two different rules: (1) to “Allow covered areas up to six feet to 
be exempt from the TDSF calculation”; and (2) the 2/3 Rule. In purporting to explain that the 2/3
Rule has been long interpreted as using TDSF, she confirmed only that the first part of the 
memo had arguably been in use since 2008; her one mention of the 2/3 Rule in a rambling 
discourse was a vague, hand-wavy non-sequitur. Referring to the on-screen memo she stated: 
 

“This application of the code [in the present application] is based on long-standing policy going 
back in writing as long as 2008… I mention ‘in writing’ because there is a Zoning Interpretations 
Manual that is available on the City’s website and at City Hall, and is referred to by staff and 
applicants for purposes of understanding how to apply the code when the code isn’t crystal clear –
which is unfortunately pretty often – on a number of issues. So, [this memo] explains City 
practice and intention going forward to include specifically square footage of covered areas in 
TDSF when the covered areas extend more than six feet from a structure. And here in this project,
the addition of covered patios to the first floor as TDSF is used as a strategy to balance out – not 
balance out, but to make the massing of the structure work for purposes of the 2/3 Rule. This 

26 Staff Report at 4.
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practice was vetted through ZORACES back at this time, and the memo was presented to City 
Council. So it was vetted. So this just goes to show that this is not a secret practice, it’s not a new 
practice, it’s not one that staff made up and just put into place without vetting.”27

But it was not the 2/3 Rule that was vetted, it was the inclusion of covered areas as TDSF – 
a distinguishable application of the code, as evidenced by the fact that LIP 3.6(K)(2) consists of 
two separate provisions. 

Underscoring that the 2/3 Rule was never formally subject to a new “interpretation” in 
2008, the memo excerpt presented by Ms. Blue (above), when read in context, is more 
clearly just about TDSF calculations, not the 2/3 Rule. Following is a more extensive excerpt 
of the same memo, as it appears in the City’s Planning-Interpretations-and-Policies-Manual,28 
from which Ms. Blue copied selectively. The phrasing she began her excerpt with, “A new 
interpretation will be written…” is preceded by other material. Notice that in the first paragraph, 
staff has been directed to “begin work on” a ZTA – work which was never actually done, and 
which in any case is stated as being almost entirely about “new standards which exempt certain 
types of covered areas from the TDSF calculation.” The brief mention of the 2/3 Rule at the end 
appears almost as an afterthought, without any stated purpose other than “to prevent a box-like 
appearance” – which in itself doesn’t speak to how the “floor area” specified in the code should 
be measured. This expanded excerpt further confirms that the supposed “policy” cited by 
Council as being “in writing” was never actually written. Yet Council referred to a piece of 
wishful thinking as though it were already codified into law.

(The dark horizontal bar is a page break; the memo runs between two pages of a PDF.)

27 Video, at 3:05:00.
28 https://www.malibucity.org/DocumentCenter/View/6500/Planning-Interpretations-and-Policies-  

Manual_September-2019?bidId= At PDF 74 of 76.
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The 2008 memo’s focus on TDSF, and not any new interpretation of the 2/3 Rule, is further 
underscored by the fact that its purpose was to have replaced LCP Interpretation No. 18, 
which is solely about TDSF calculation and expressly does not deal with the 2/3 Rule.

Shown below is the very beginning of that same memo, describing what the ZTA “to be written” 
should replace, namely LCP Interpretation No. 18, which “allows the square footage of all 
outdoor covered areas to be exempt from a property’s TDSF calculation.” Interpretation No. 18 
says nothing about the 2/3 Rule (the entirety of it is appended here as Attachment 1, as 
confirmation). So, nowhere is there any reference to “interpretation” of the 2/3 Rule prior to
its mention in the  2008 memo suggesting that a future interpretation “will be written.” It 
was never implemented. So the black letter language of LIP 3.6(K)(2) still stands, subject to 
the plain English meaning on its face: “Any portion of the structure above 18 feet in height 
shall not exceed 2/3rds the first floor area.” Period.

Interpretation No. 18, which the unwritten ZTA was to have succeeded, does not mention the 2/3 Rule
anywhere. (The complete text of Interpretation No. 18 is attached hereto).

Notably, the never-superseded Interpretation No. 18, while discussing TDSF, also validates 
“floor area” as a separate measure. For example, it states:

Further support for this interpretation is provided through the LCP definition of
"floor area ratio (FAR)," where it states that FAR is "the sum of the gross 
horizontal areas of the several floors of a building (and shall be) measured 
from the interior face of exterior walls.29 

29 Planning-Interpretations-and-Policies-Manual, supra, at 71 of 76 PDF. Also presented as Attachment 1.
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So, in discussing TDSF and floor area as separate concepts, LCP Interpretation No. 18 tends to 
confirm the Planning Commission’s observation that where the 2/3 Rule refers to “floor area,” it 
is referring to a real measurement, not just a different way of saying “TDSF.” 

In any case, even if the memo had been “presented to Council” in 2008, it was never acted upon 
and formalized. So the “old” interpretation of the Rule is still in place – meaning no formalized 
interpretation, just a simple, literal reading of the code’s language, “floor area.” One could even 
argue that the 2008 Council’s inaction signaled an intent not to adopt the memo’s “new interpre-
tation,” on TDSF, “floor area,” or anything else.

As Planning Commissioner John Mazza noted in his brief testimony:

“I’ve been on the Planning Commission a long time. Never, ever, ever have we considered
a project where the architect added a covered deck so he could put more space on the first 
floor, and create a cube. It’s not a standard practice. It’s never been done before.”30

The Council, having accepted both the notion that there was “gray area” requiring some 
interpretation, and that the 2008 memo on TDSF somehow provided that clarity, then 
leaned on the notion that the interpretation had been formalized and was now settled law.

Mayor Pierson opined: 

“On the 2/3 Rule, John, and Jo, and Kraig – they may be right on the words [of the 2/3 
Rule]. The problem here though, on this determination, is that it has been established 
what the policy is, and it’s in print, from 2008.”31 

Well, yes, we have been “right on the words.” But no, as noted above, that which is in print was 
not formally established, nor does it speak to the 2/3 Rule (it’s about TDSF). 

A few seconds later, Pierson then retreated back from “it’s in print,” to an argument of customary
practice:

“In this case, I think it really comes down to the fact that this has been the practice, 
whether we like it or not, for 12 years at this point.”32

Yet, as already noted, where the black-letter law speaks (i.e., “floor area”) there is no room for 
administrative interpretation. And, as long-time Commissioner Mazza stated (above), using the 
2/3 Rule to create a “cube” is “not a standard practice. It’s never been done before.”

Sixteen minutes later, when the motion was nearing its roll-call, Pierson returned to that which 

30 Video, at 3:43:45.
31 Video at 4:13:35.
32 Video at 4:13:50.
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was never demonstrated: that a written interpretation exists, whether formalized or not (and it 
appears that the Council didn’t even recognize that distinction):

“For me, the dividing line is that there has been an interpretation of what it means. It’s 
not a hidden thing. It’s actually in print [referring to the 2008 Memo]. The words of the 
code are gray, but there is actually a written interpretation.”33

Again, no, that’s incorrect. Yet the Council was now well into the solipsistic realm of, “If you say
something often enough, it must be true.”

Finally, Councilmember Peak, who had been uncharacteristically quiet throughout the hearing, 
signaled that he was buying Pierson’s argument: 

“Our job right now – it’s been on the books – and now it applies to this project.”
 

But it hasn’t been on the books. Ad infinitum….

Further, the Council, as though to validate their own ad hoc decision, evidently felt it 
necessary to characterize the Planning Commission’s reading of the 2/3 Rule as having 
been made “on the fly.” Here the irony thickens. Ms. Blue led off by suggesting that the 
Commission’s interpretation was arbitrary, stating in her staff report34 that the Commission had 
used “gross floor area” to calculate the 2/3 Rule, but that “Gross floor area is a commercial 
development standard, and total development square footage is the standard that is used for 
residential structure size.” That’s incorrect: the Commission referenced “floor area” (not “gross 
floor area”), because that’s the exact wording used in the 2/3 Rule. Several times, staff seemed to
take pains to conflate “floor area” and “gross floor area” from two different parts of the code, to 
suggest that the Planning Commission had been reading the wrong section. (In practice, there 
may be no real difference between the two terms, but the point is that staff seemed to think the 
Commission couldn’t rely on the phrase “floor area” in the 2/3 Rule as being sufficiently defined
in and of itself.)

From there, Council members cemented their misconception, piling on the irony more thickly. 

Farrer: “I don’t think we can change the rules in the middle of the game…we need to 
look at the current standards, and consider this project in that context, and if we need to 
do more work in the future then let’s agendize that. But I don’t see us somehow trying to 
cobble together a new code on our own over this project.”35

Of course, they were the ones changing the 2/3 Rule “in the middle of the game,” cobbling 
together a new, unsupported and unnecessary interpretation.

33 Video, at 4:30:00.
34 Video, at 3:02:12.
35 Video, at 4:11:20.
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Pierson:  If we don’t like the code, let’s change it. But, on the fly, it’s not the Planning 
Commission’s job to change the code….36 We can’t change midstream. It’s just not going 
to work. There’s no basis for it.”37

So it went. If the staff had wanted to change the 2/3 Rule from “floor area” to TDSF, they should 
have followed through on the proposal that was made in 2008, yet which was never heard by 
Council and never implemented. 

Even as the Council members’ individual votes were coalescing in their respective minds – 
in favor of allowing the application somehow – they were simultaneously recognizing that 
their interpretation of the 2/3 was not supported in law. They launched into a digression 
about how the 2/3 Rule needed to be “cleaned up” in order to support their current interpretation 
of it. They were too invested in the notion that the code is “gray” to rethink their impending vote,
yet were realizing that if they wanted the code to say what they wanted it to mean, it would have 
to be changed. (And now, after 11PM, the thought of reconsidering their arguments must have 
seemed too daunting.) 

So, Mayor Pierson asked of Ms. Blue:

“There is definitely some gray language in here that is not helping [to get the application 
passed].38 Is this anywhere in our pipeline of being cleaned up, or is it something that we 
can figure out a way to bring forward towards cleaning up...I understand the frustration 
on the words and all of that, but?”39

Blue: “In the short term, or the fastest term, my suggestion would be that we update the 
interpretation.” [Bringing the code in line with how it’s now being misinterpreted.] “We 
can bring that to ZORACES and publish it in the [Planning] Interpretation Manual, so 
that it would be available to everybody. In the longer term, we can look at code 
amendments, including the LCP if necessary, to tighten everything up related to that.”40

To clarify just what it is that they wanted to “clean up,” Assistant City Attorney Rusin pointed 
out that,
 

“[C]hanging ‘floor area’ to ‘TDSF’ in that section…is any easy change. The issue about 
covered areas counting as TDSF, I think is more complicated. So that’s what I was hoping
to get direction on.”41

36 Video, at 4:13:55.
37 Video, at 4:16:35.
38 Elsewhere in the hearing, Mayor Pierson had already made several remarks making it clear that he wanted to see 

the application passed. For instance, at 4:15:00: “This appeal is gumming up the works. It’s slowing everything 
down. It’s not helping anybody.” And at 4:16:35: “I urge you to really work at helping residents build houses and
not delay it… If we’re going to look at every word [in the code]...we’re never going to get a project through 
here.”

39 Video, at 4:28:45.
40 Video, at 4:29:18.
41 Video, at 4:31:52.
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In other words, the written code (“floor area”) doesn’t allow for their desired interpre-
tation (TDSF), so they would need to revise it, going forward – an effective admission that 
they were already going against the existing code.

From there, they spent the last five minutes before their vote discussing whether and when they 
could schedule a ZORACES hearing on the 2/3 Rule to consider formalizing a new version of it, 
a version that would match the ad hoc interpretation they were about to make (they didn’t say 
that last part out loud).  

Then at 4:32:40, a telling exchange between Attorney Rusin and Mayor Pierson:

Rusin: “I was just curious if it was more an issue of how the 2/3 Rule measurement is 
done, or what’s counting as what the first floor is.”
Pierson: “They’re kind of intertwined, aren’t they? Until we know what the first floor is, 
how do we know if we’re violating the 2/3 Rule? Maybe now is not the time to get too 
deep into that.”

So, 90 minutes into the discussion, they still weren’t sure what they were talking about. 
In the end, they punted on whether the 2/3 Rule is based on TDSF or “floor area.” They 
simply voted to approve the application, without even resolving the central issue on appeal.

Meanwhile, as pointed out in my initial Grounds for Appeal, if there were still any doubt, the 
LIP’s General Development Standards require that:

A balcony or deck projecting from a higher story may extend over a lower balcony or 
deck but shall not in such case be deemed a roof for the lower balcony or deck.42 

Strictly speaking, that applies to one balcony or deck above another. But logically, if a balcony 
or deck can’t be considered “a roof” for the area below, then how could the area below be 
considered enclosed for purposes of counting it towards the 2/3 Rule? Of course one 
wouldn’t count it. This code section harmonizes with the clear intent of the 2/3 Rule: the area 
below can’t be counted as part of the ground floor, because it’s not floor area of the structure 
itself. 

In the end, the stakes are high, because the staff’s ad hoc interpretation of the 2/3 Rule is 
ongoing. On the very next City Council agenda (Aug. 24, 2020) is another appeal of a Planning 
Commission decision on the 2/3 Rule. The staff report for it states,43 

The Planning Commission, following a new interpretation of the two-thirds rule it 
had adopted in denying a CDP application for a new residence at 33608 Pacific 
Coast Highway, based the denial on finding that the covered patio areas of the main 

42 LIP 3.5.3(B)(4), at 101.
43 https://www.malibucity.org/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Item/4456?fileID=16079  , at 6.
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residence should not be included in the two-thirds calculation of the main residence 
and that instead only the interior floor area should have been utilized in the 
calculation. [Italics added.]

Of course, the Commission’s interpretation cannot be characterized as “new,” insofar as it simply
implements the plain English of the section that has existed almost since the first draft of the 
LCP, several decades ago.

3. The proposed TDSF is greater than allowed on the net parcel

This ground for appeal is relevant only in a de novo hearing, as it concerns the MMC.

(3) The proposed TDSF is greater than allowed on the parcel because staff erred in not 
applying the slope factor to the approximately 5% of lot area that’s comprised of slope 1:1 or 
steeper. That area was not subtracted from the gross lot area, thereby causing the proposed TDSF
of the structures to be greater than the actual amount allowable on the net lot area.44 (Compare 
the photograph on page 4, supra, and the Slope Analysis map, next page.)

The MMC requires that “slopes equal to or greater than 1:1 shall not be included in the lot 
dimensions.”45 This is of critical significance  because the proposed TDSF (5,390) is only 5 sq.ft.
below the putative allowable TDSF limit (5,395). When the area of the rip-rap wall is 
subtracted to find the true net area of the parcel, the allowable TDSF will be significantly 
lower than stated. The result is that the current project is several hundred square feet 
larger than allowable under the TDSF formula. 

The applicant suggests that the 10-15 foot high rock wall (its height varies with the level of the 
sand, according to the applicant) can simply be ignored. But that wall separates the ocean from 
the rest of the parcel, and it’s what kept this lot from being zoned as a beach lot. It’s what the 
applicant hopes will keep the house in place. The applicant sometimes even refers to it as a 
“wall,” and relies on its inherent verticality to function as a sea wall. It’s inherent to the lot, so its
area can’t be ignored. 

In the Council hearing, Ms. Blue argued that the rock wall could be ignored, as being a mere 
feature upon the land:

“A revetment is a shoreline protective device and, like a sea wall, we wouldn’t exclude a 
structure that sits on the lot from the lot area. So that’s why that was not counted.”46 (Sic)

44 Per MMC 17.40.040(6)(d).
45 MMC 17.40.040(6)(d).
46 Video, at 3:15:55.
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But that’s semantic hand-waving, because one would still have to account for the area of the lot 
underneath the revetment. That underlying land covers the same area, over the same 1:1 slope in 
the lot itself, so must still be subtracted from the gross lot area to derive the net area for purposes
of determining TDSF. 

The Slope Analysis map (following) shows that the rock wall – within my added red oval – 
covers an area comprising at least 5% of the parcel. Note that the colored analysis ignores the 
wall, merely including it in the zone of “flatter than 5:1,” as indicated in yellow on the map – as 
though the ocean washes up around the house.47 

47 The 1:1 Rock wall is >5% of the gross lot area. (Slope Anal. fm Staff Report; photo fm Applicant’s Powerpoint.)
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4. Conclusion

The Wave Uprush Study, with its underestimated wave heights, sea level rise, et al, obscures the 
fact that no further additions can be made to the existing house – if not on the 1st floor, then 
certainly not on the 2nd floor, not least because the decking would have to be removable, per 
LIP §10.4(L).

The project grossly violates the 2/3 Rule; whereas the Council was led to believe the Planning 
Commission made up an ad hoc interpretation of the Rule, the opposite was true: the 
Commission read the black-letter code (“floor area”), while the Council tried to justify a project 
approval using an “interpretation” that was never formalized nor implemented with respect to the
2/3 Rule [leaving aside whether it’s been implemented for the “TDSF” portion of LIP 3.6(K)(2)].

The net size of the parcel has been misrepresented by the Slope Analysis, in not subtracting the 
1:1 rock wall from the gross lot area [per MMC 17.40.040(6)(d)]; and because the project is so 
close to the assumed limit of TDSF, it overshoots the actual allowable TDSF by several hundred 
square feet.

The Coastal Commission should send the applicant back to the drawing board, with an order that
they respect the true 2/3 Rule; that they get the net lot size sorted out, discounting the 5+% area 
of the rip-rap wall (for purposes of determining TDSF); and that they re-do the Wave Uprush 
Study using values currently approved by the Commission. A proper Uprush Study, in particular, 
might show that the existing house cannot be further modified without substantially raising the 
Finished Floor Elevation. 

Respectfully,
Kraig Hill
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Attachment 1: Malibu LCP Interpretation No. 18

The 2008 memo was never implemented, and the policy it sought to change, LCP Interpretation No. 18,
doesn’t mention the 2/3 Rule. So there is no formal interpretation of the 2/3 Rule beyond the plain English on

its face: “Any portion of the structure above 18 feet in height shall not exceed 2/3rds the first floor area.”
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